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The Canso A in the Pima
collection had been there since

December 2005 when it arrived from Geneseo, New York. The empty hull had
been stored in a barn there from around 1989 when it was acquired by Derrick

Arnold on behalf of Austin Wadsworth and the 1941 Historical Aircraft Group
Museum. Its identity can be pinned down to two possible aircraft but the exact
serial remains obscure. The former Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) Canso As
(equivalent to the US Navy PBY-5A Catalina) serials 9829 and 9839 were both

acquired by the Brighton, Ontario, farmer George
Ventress from surplus stock at RCAF Dunnville, in the
1950s and they were towed to his farm where they
were joined by two other retired Canso As — 9825 and
11029 and various other retired RCAF types. 

Ventress was a resourceful man and he used his
surplus military equipment for a variety of purposes on
his farm, most imaginatively with the Canso 11029
which was turned into a motor cruiser named Sad

FOR SOME TIME, THE STORAGE AREA AT THE PIMA
AIR & SPACE MUSEUM HAS BEEN HOME TO SEVERAL
CATALINA/CANSO HULKS. RECENTLY, ONE OF THEM – 
A FORMER RCAF CANSO A – HAS BEEN SAVED FROM THE 
SCRAPMAN AND IS HEADING TO OREGON FOR A NEW LIFE
BY DAVID LEGG

Finished in a two-tone green scheme, Landseaire Catalina
N68740 was based at Oakland, California, for many years
where it is seen in this 1968 photograph. (M. O’Leary)

During the 1950s,
surplus Catalinas not

only became hard-
working transports but
some, such as N68740,

were selected for
conversion into flying

yachts by several
different companies.
Painted overall gold,

N68756 was
photographed taxing for

takeoff. At the time,
this very distinctive Cat

was owned by comedian
Herb Shriner who

installed an amazing
interior replicating that

Jules Verne’s fictional
submarine Nautilus.

(Alpha Archive)

Herb Shriner and his wife were killed in a
1970 auto accident when the brakes on their
Studebaker Avanti failed. N68756 then passed
into the hands of a New York lawyer who
then sold it to a religious foundation based in
Boston. At some point, N68756 acquired a
distinctive red/white/blue color scheme.
(Alpha Archive)

N68756 was acquired by the CAF in 1979
after it was purchased by Australian member

Michael Wansey and donated to the CAF.
(Alpha Archive)


